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To the Reader

The chiefest cause, to read good bookes,
That moves each studious minde
Is hope, some pleasure sweet therein,
Or profit good to finde.
Now what delight can greater be
Then secrets for to knowe,
Of Sacred Bees, the Muses Birds,
All which this booke doth shew.
And if commodity thou crave,
Learne here no little game
Of their most sweet and sov’raigne fruits,
With no great cost or paine.
If pleasure then, or profit may
To read induce thy minde,
In this small treatise choice of both,
Good Reader, thou shalt finde.

CHARLES BUTLER, THE FEMININE MONARCHIE,
OR A TREATISE CONCERNING BEES
AND THE DIVINE ORDERING OF THEM. 1609
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INTRODUCTION

LITTLE THINGS

INSECTS:

“the little things that run the world.”

E.O. WILSON, 1987
If you are like me, learning about bees will change your life. I’m not suggesting that you’ll drop everything and devote yourself to studying insects (though that is possible). What I have in mind is more subtle: a new alertness, a quickening of wonder. Little things that, in the past, have slipped by almost without notice will now demand that you stop and pay attention to them. The hum of wings: whose wings? An insect darting among the flowers: is it a bee or a beefly, a bumblebee or a wasp? What is it doing? Where is it headed? True, it may take you a bit longer to water the petunias or pick the beans, but in those few stolen minutes, you will have been on safari. Gradually, you will begin to sense that a garden is not just a bunch of plants set out in pots and rows: it is a world within a world, a half-tamed ecosystem, full of some of the most exotic and astonishing creatures on the planet.

As children watching our first bees, we instantly catch the buzz. No one has to tell us that these bright careening atoms of life are miraculous.

> A goddess in the form of a bee was venerated at Camiros on the Greek island of Rhodes almost three thousand years ago.